Seminar:

Mimic the Cellular Microenvironment and Get High-Resolution Images

- Come & see how small and large organoids work in Z-stacks on ibidi slides
- Come and Listen to Dajana Preuss presenting the wide range of labware solutions for cell biology and microscopy from Ibidi.

Speaker: Dajana Preuss, International Partner Manager ibidi GmbH Germany

When: 8th of November 2023, 09.30 – 13.00
9.30 - 11.00 Presentation by Dajana Preuss
11.15 Demonstration of Organoids on Ibidi Slides by Carlos Wotzkow

Followed by an Apero

Where: DBMR, Murtenstrasse 24. Room 308

Register: Please contact Linora Korqa; LKO@vitaris.com